N64 Controller Pak
Instruction Booklet

Thank you for purchasing the Nintendo 64 Controller Pak for the Nintendo 64® system. Before using the N64 Controller Pak™, first read this instruction booklet and the instruction booklet for the Game Pak you are using. It, after reading all the instructions, you still have questions on using the N64 Controller Pak or the N64™ system, please call the Consumer Assistance Hotline at the number listed below.

NEED HELP WITH INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE OR SERVICE?

Nintendo®
AUTHORIZED REPAIR CENTERS™
1-800-255-3700

MON. - SAT., 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.; SUN., 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Pacific Time
(Times subject to change)

WARNING
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET INCLUDED WITH THE NINTENDO 64 SYSTEM OR GAME PKS BEFORE USING THE N64 CONTROLLER PAK. THIS BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION.

N64 CONTROLLER PAK™
The N64 Controller Pak is a portable memory cartridge for saving game data, controller button configurations, built up character attributes and more. After saving the game information on a N64 Controller Pak, you can download the information again later or bring your N64 Controller Pak with you and load your saved game information on any Nintendo 64 system.

The N64 Controller Pak will operate only with Nintendo 64 Game Paks displaying the N64 Controller Pak icon. Look for this icon to ensure compatibility with the N64 Controller Pak.

N64 CONTROLLER PAK OPERATION

After completing the setup for the N64 Control Deck and Controller as shown in the N64 Instruction Booklet, continue with the following instructions:

1. Make sure the Power Switch of the Control Deck is turned OFF.

CAUTION
TO AVOID ERASING YOUR STORED GAME INFORMATION FROM MEMORY, ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT THE POWER SWITCH OF THE CONTROL DECK IS OFF BEFORE LOADING OR REMOVING THE N64 CONTROLLER PAK FROM THE CONTROLLER.
2. Load the N64 Controller Pak so that it is fully inserted into the connector on the bottom of the controller as shown.

\[\text{Controller Pak Connector}\]

\[\text{Controller Pak}\]

\[\text{Controller Pak Label}\]

\[\text{CAUTION}\]
Always check the N64 Controller Pak edge connector for foreign material (which can damage the controller) before attempting to load the N64 Controller Pak into the controller.

3. The N64 Controller Pak can save up to 123 "pages" of information. The number of pages required to save the game information is different for each Game Pak. Consult the instruction booklet for the Game Pak you are using for detailed instructions on saving your game information and the number of pages required.

4. To remove the N64 Controller Pak from the Controller after you have saved your game information, turn the Power Switch of the Control Deck OFF. Press and hold the lock release button on the bottom of the controller while removing the N64 Controller Pak from the Controller as shown.

\[\text{Lock Release Button}\]

5. A label has been provided to write down the game information stored on your N64 Controller Pak. Use a pencil, so later you can make changes. Please affix the label to the N64 Controller Pak as shown below.

\[\text{Controller Pak Label}\]

\[\text{Nintendo}^\text{64}\]

\[\text{Nintendo of America Inc.}\]
\[\text{P.O. Box 957, Redmond, WA 98073-0957 U.S.A.}\]

\[\text{PRINTED IN JAPAN}\]